Dear All,

Welcome to the Portal of Tamil Nadu Agriculture Department "AGRISNET" one of the milestone in the gamut of Tamil Nadu Agriculture in Information Technology which transforms ability to agility.

"AGRISNET" portal is designed in such a way that the entire workflow process is automated and interlinks the activities of Department of Agriculture, Horticulture, Agricultural Marketing and Agribusiness and Seed Certification and organic certification, and Agricultural Engineering in one platform.

The Portal is brimming with good information and management system, Food grain Yield Monitoring system, Cluster Based Fixed Tour Programmes of Grass root level extension functionaries monitoring system, Automation of entire process of Seed production system, online reporting systems for all scheme related activities, Handling farmers database of 68 lakh farmers in Tamil Nadu, Real time availability of fertilizer and seed both in private and Government sector, online billing system, automation of entire farms in Horticulture and Micro irrigation management information systems etc., for the betterment of farming community in the State.

The work of e-Team members, technocrats, Staff of Directorate of Agriculture and Districts is appreciated for their efforts to make this Portal more meaningful, user friendly and Knowledge ticking.

I hope that the Success of this portal can be achieved only thorough effective usage and sharing of information among the stakeholders of Agriculture. As this is a mouthpiece of Agriculture Department, I will have frequent interaction hereafter.

Director of Agriculture